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Executive Summary  
This report summarizes a simulation analysis conducted to assess the potential for 
reducing traffic congestion and improving traffic flows by introducing real-time 
adaptive traffic signal control in the Burlington/South Burlington area. We have 
focused specifically on use of the Surtrac system, a new adaptive signal technology 
that has recently been deployed in the East Liberty area of Pittsburgh PA and has 
had significant positive impact on traffic in this area. A microscopic simulation 
model of the road network near Interstate 89, Exit 14 was constructed using the 
VISSIM software package, comprised of 26 intersections along the Main Street, 
Williston Avenue and Dorsett Avenue corridors. To provide a basis for comparative 
analysis, two basic variants of this model were created: 

1. An “as-is” baseline model, in which signals are operated using the current 
fixed signal timing plans installed at these intersections, and   

2. A Surtrac model, where the Surtrac system is used to dynamically construct 
timing plans at each intersection in real time based on actual (simulated) 
traffic moving through the corridor 

Using PM traffic volume and turning data made available by CCRPC and 
considering both light and heavy pedestrian traffic cases, a number of simulation 
runs were performed in each condition. In the case of the Surtrac model, several 
scenarios involving the use of Surtrac at only a subset of intersections were 
considered in addition to the base scenario where Surtrac is running at all 
intersections. Data on vehicle itineraries, speeds, and number of stops were collected 
and used to compute aggregate travel time (the amount of time required to travel 
form origin to destination), delay (the amount of additional time incurred over the 
time it would take to travel from origin to destination at free flow speed with no 
stops), number of stops, and emissions reduction metrics. When fully deployed, 
Surtrac was found to reduce travel times by 6-11%, to reduce delay by 14-21%, to 
reduce number of stops by 27-32%, and (using a standard model of fuel 
consumption) to reduce emissions by 10-14%, depending on assumptions made 
about pedestrian traffic volume (from light to heavy). However, it is observed that 
Surtrac’s relative performance actually improves if it is applied more strategically to 
just a subset of intersections (due to the assumptions typically made in a Surtrac 
deployment about the number and placement of sensors). The best configuration 
found is a 14-intersection subset spanning Burlington and South Burlington, 
suggesting a strategy for prioritizing implementation. 
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1 Introduction 
In this report we summarize a research study conducted to investigate the potential 
for reducing traffic congestion and achieving more efficient traffic flows in the road 
network surrounding the Exit 14 entrance/exit to Interstate 89 in Burlington/South 
Burlington VT through the introduction of real-time adaptive traffic signal control 
technology. The study, which was carried out by Carnegie Mellon University 
(CMU), with subcontract support from Rapid Flow Technologies LLC, was 
commissioned by the Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission (CCRPC) 
to more specifically understand and assess the potential of the recently developed 
Surtrac adaptive traffic signal control system in this setting. Surtrac is a new 
decentralized technology for second-by-second optimization of traffic flow in urban 
(grid) road networks that overcomes the shortcomings of previous adaptive signal 
control approaches in urban environments and has demonstrated significant 
performance improvement in its initial deployment in Pittsburgh PA. 

The project was conceived in the summer of 2014, through discussions between 
CMU Professor Stephen Smith and then CCRPC Director Michele Boomhower. An 
Adaptive Signal Control workshop was subsequently held in Burlington on 
September 17-18 2014, at which time several potential “pilot” sites were examined, 
and the 26-intersection road network depicted in Figure 1 was identified as the target 
of the adaptive signal study. The terms of the study were defined and the project was 
initiated in January 2015. Once underway, a microscopic traffic simulation model of 
this road network was constructed using the VISSIM simulation software package 
and configured to run according the existing signal timing plans that are used to 
control this road network. This model was subsequently validated with the help of 
CCRPC personnel. In the next step, the Surtrac system was integrated to form a 
second variant of the VISSIM model. A comparative performance analysis of the 
two models was then performed using PM rush traffic volume and flow data 
provided by CCRPC. 

The remainder of this report is organized as follows. We first give some brief 
background of the Surtrac adaptive signal system and its East Liberty, Pittsburgh 
deployment. Next we describe the VISSIM simulation model we have developed of 
Burlington/South Burlington and the modeling assumptions we have made. We then 
describe our experimental design, present the results we have obtained, and discuss 
implications. We conclude the report with a discussion of next steps toward the 
deployment of adaptive signal technology. 

2 Surtrac Background 
Surtrac (Scalable URban TRAffic Control) is a real-time adaptive traffic signal 
control system1,2,3. It is unique in its ability to optimize traffic flows in complex 

                                                
1 Xie, X-F, S.F. Smith, L. Lu, and G.J. Barlow, “Schedule-Driven Intersection Control”, 
Transportation Research Part C: Emerging Technologies, 24: 168-189, Oct. 2012 
2 Xie, X-F, S.F. Smith and G.J. Barlow, “Schedule-Driven Coordination for Real-Time 
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urban environments, where there are multiple competing dominant flows that 
change dynamically through the day.  This ability derives from the novel 
decentralized approach that Surtrac takes to traffic control, where each intersection 
independently optimizes its own local traffic flows, and then communicates with its 
neighbors to achieve coordinated behavior.  On a second-by-second basis, the local 
Surtrac processor builds a model of the vehicles approaching the intersection and 
dynamically generates a signal timing plan that will move these vehicles through the 
intersection with minimal overall delay. Projected vehicle outflows are then 
communicated to the intersection’s downstream neighbors, and as these 
intersections generate their own local timing plans, they now have visibility of what 
traffic to expect over a longer horizon. Reliance on decentralized intersection control 
and second-by-second re-optimization of timing plans ensures maximum real-time 
responsiveness to actual traffic conditions, while communication of projected 
outflows to neighbors enables Surtrac to establish green light progressions and other 
coordinated behavior as traffic conditions warrant. The system is inherently scalable 
to road networks of arbitrary size, since there is no centralized computational 
bottleneck. 

Surtrac is designed to operate with a range of hardware controllers and detection 
technologies, so that either existing equipment at a new deployment site or customer 
preferences can be exploited and accommodated to the maximum extent.  If 
pedestrian detection capability is provided, Surtrac naturally incorporates pedestrian 
movements into its core signal timing plan optimization procedure. Similarly, 
Surtrac provides a basis for integrated transit signal priority if vehicle mode 
information can be communicated, and, due to its real-time nature, Surtrac enables 
rapid recovery from disruptive events such as emergency vehicle pre-emption. 
Surtrac is deployed via the installation of a separate computer in the cabinet at each 
intersection that interfaces with detection systems, computes timing plans, 
communicates with neighbor intersections and issues commands (calls) to the 
hardware controller. Although traffic signal control decisions are made in a 
decentralized manner, Surtrac provides a remote, web-based interface for 
monitoring its operation, installing software updates and tracking its performance 
(potentially through integration with a central traffic management system). 

The current Pittsburgh deployment of Surtrac, depicted in Figure 1, has expanded 
steadily over the past few years. The original pilot test of the technology was carried 
out in June 2012 on a 9-intersection network in the heart of East Liberty (colored in 
purple), and Surtrac has continued to operate at this site 24/7 since that date. In 
November 2013, Surtrac went operational at 9 additional intersections moving each 
along Penn Avenue to the major cross at Fifth Avenue (shown in green). In early 
2015, 6 additional intersections moving east on Penn Avenue to the City border with 
                                                                                                                                            
Traffic Network Control”, Proceedings 22nd International Conference on Automated Planning and 
Scheduling, Atibaia, Sao Paulo, Brazil, June 2012. 
3 Smith, S.F. G.J. Barlow, X-F Xie, and Z.B. Rubinstein, “ Smith, S.F. G.J. Barlow, X-F 
Xie, and Z.B. Rubinstein, “SURTRAC: Scalable Urban Traffic Control”, Proceedings 92nd 
Transportation Research Board (TRB) Annual Meeting, Washington DC, January 2013. 
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Wilkinsburg (colored in orange) went live with Surtrac, and in late 2015, the 23 
intersections along the Baum Boulevard and Centre Avenue corridors (colored in 
red) became operational. Installation at two additional intersections is currently in 
progress, which will bring the total size of the deployment to 49 intersections), and a 
performance analysis of the 2015 expansion is planned in the coming months. In the 
formal before/after studies performed during the pilot study and after the first Bakery 
Square expansion, results have shown that travel times are reduced by 24-25%, wait 
times are reduced by over 41-42%, number of stops are reduced by 30-40% and 
emissions are reduced by 20-21%. 

  

 
Figure 1: Surtrac Pittsburgh Deployment 

3 Development of the VISSIM simulation model of I-89 
Exit 14 Traffic Network 

To assess the potential benefit of installing Surtrac adaptive signal control along the 
traffic corridors surrounding Exit 14 of Interstate 89, a simulation model was 
developed and used to quantify expected performance improvement of Surtrac over 
the fixed signal timing plans currently installed at intersections along these corridors. 
The simulation model was constructed in VISSIM, a commercially available 
microscopic traffic simulation package commonly used by traffic engineering firms. 
A microscopic traffic simulation is distinguished by the fact that traffic flows are 
modeled at the level of individual vehicles, and a high fidelity specification of the 
target road network (with actual intersection geometries, lanes, separation, vehicle 
travel speeds, etc.) is incorporated. 
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3.1 Target Deployment Site 

More specifically, the scope of the simulation model covers a target deployment site 
of 26 signalized intersections located in Burlington and South Burlington, Vermont. 
The road network essentially consists of 3 corridors: (1) east-west along Main Street 
from Union Street through East Avenue, (2) east-west along Williston Avenue from 
Sheraton to Hinesburg, and (3) north-south along Dorset Road from Williston to 
Kennedy. A map of the network is shown in Figure 2. The network is divided in half 
by Interstate 89, with 13 intersections on each side of the interstate highway. The 
border between Burlington and South Burlington is located between intersections 11 
and 12 on the map, though due to their proximity, the two intersections in South 
Burlington west of Interstate 89 are coordinated with the Burlington intersections. 

 

 
Figure 2: Target deployment site of 26 intersections in Burlington and South Burlington 

To give a sense of the level of detail provided in the VISSIM model, Figures 3 and 4 
show visualizations of the modeled intersections at the Burlington jug handle and at 
Williston/Dorset respectively. A screenshot of the entire VISSIM model is shown in 
Figure 5. 
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Figure 3: Burlington jug handle at Main/Spear and Main/East Avenue, modeled in VISSIM 

 
Figure 4: Intersection at Williston/Dorset modeled in VISSIM 
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Figure 5: Target deployment site of 26 intersections modeled in VISSIM 

3.2 Model Data and Assumptions 

The Burlington/South Burlington VISSIM model relies on the following basic 
intersection and traffic data that was obtained and integrated from different 
information sources: 

• Geometric models of intersections (e.g., lane configurations for each approach, 
width of lanes, distance across intersection, etc.) and road segments were 
constructed using satellite map data available through the VISSIM software, 
intersection plans provided by CCRPC, and direct information obtained from 
CCRPC staff. 

• Traffic count data, timing plan data, and origin-destination routing data used to 
define the traffic demand component of the model was also provided by 
CCRPC offices from recent traffic study data. Vehicle sources and sinks were 
modeled on the edges of the network, and VISSIM computes the route of a 
vehicle trip based on the origin and turning proportions at intersections the 
vehicle encounters on its route. By changing the random seed used by 
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VISSIM, different scenarios are possible given the same traffic demand 
model. Traffic data was available only for PM rush, and hence the analysis 
was limited to this period of the day. 

• Bus schedules – 2015 transit schedules for Burlington/South Burlington were 
also consulted to add representative bus traffic and volumes to the model. 

Once the physical network was modeled, the existing traffic signal control behavior 
at all 26 intersections were modeled in VISSIM using signal timing plans provided by 
Burlington and South Burlington. This includes placing vehicle detectors within the 
network to match detection used for actuated control in the real network. 

3.3 Creating Control Alternatives 

To provide a basis for comparison and analysis, two control variants of the model 
were constructed: 

• Current Fixed Timing Plans – In this variant of the model, traffic signals run the 
timing plans currently in place along the three intersecting corridors. These 
plans were obtained from Burlington and South Burlington traffic engineers. 
Development of this variant of the model also included placement of vehicle 
detectors within the network to match the detection used for actuated control 
in the real network. 

• Surtrac Control – In this model variant, Surtrac is used to control the traffic 
signals. Whereas the existing timing plans can be simulated using 
conventional VISSIM processes, simulation of Surtrac adaptive control 
requires a different approach that allows for distributed intersection control. 
Surtrac is a fully decentralized control system, and to test its operation in 
simulation, it is important that Surtrac runs the same way in simulation as it 
would run in the field. To accomplish this, a controller interface called 
VISCO (VISSIM Simulation Controller) was developed4. VISCO allows a 
separate Surtrac process to be run for each intersection, and for these 
processes to be distributed across multiple computers. Different intersection 
control processes are configured to run in parallel during a given simulation 
time tick and the processes associated with various intersections dynamically 
generate timing plans in response to sensed vehicles and communicate these 
plans with their neighbors exactly as would be the case in the field. Since 
Surtrac assumes that phases are triggered in a fixed sequence (possibly 
skipping minor, left-turn phases if conditions warrant), the same phase 
sequences that are defined in the fixed timing plans variant are also used in 
the Surtrac control variant. This implies, for example, that the exclusive 
pedestrian phases that are used in the fixed timing plans at the 
Dorset/BarnesNoble intersection is also used when running Surtrac. 

                                                
4 Isukapati, I., A. Arvind, G.J. Barlow, S.F. Smith, P. Shah and Z.B. Rubinstein, 
“Simulating Adaptive Signal Control Strategies in Large Urban Networks”, Proceedings 95th 
Transportation Research Board (TRB) Annual Meeting, Washington DC, January 2016. 
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3.4 Simulating the model 

As indicated earlier, traffic volume data was only available for the PM peak period, 
and hence all simulation runs described below were confined to this setting. To 
accurately simulate traffic conditions during a peak period, the simulation was 
configured to ramp up volumes to the peak volume, and then ramp back down after 
the peak has passed. 

Specifically, each VISSIM simulation was designed to run for four hours of 
simulated time, starting at 3:00 PM and ending at 7:00 PM. Figure 6 shows the 
pattern used to ramp volumes. For the first hour, volumes of vehicles added to the 
simulation are at 50% of peak volumes. For the next half hour, volumes of new 
vehicles are at 75% of peak levels. For the peak period of 1.5 hours, volumes rise to 
100% of peak levels. For the last hour of simulation, volumes ramp down to 50%. 
The actual effect is smoothed by the increased congestion in the network, producing 
volume patterns consistent with a typical PM rush hour. For this simulation, the 
most congestion occurs between 5:00 PM and 6:00 PM. 

  

 
Figure 6: Simulation volumes 

4 Validation of the Simulation Model 
Before conducting a comparative performance analysis of these two traffic signal 
control strategies, an analysis of the VISSIM simulation model for the existing 
condition was first performed to validate that it accurately models actual traffic 
conditions in the field. To validate this model, a number of simulation runs were 
performed and results were compared with GPS trace data collected by CCRPC staff 
in October 2015 for three representative routes through the network. These three 
routes were chosen to measure different directions of traffic on the main roads in the 
network. Actual route data was compared with equivalent route data extracted from 
simulation runs using three metrics: travel time, delay, and stops. The validity of the 
model was then determined based on similarity of the respective results. 

4.1 Methodology 

In the subsections below we summarize our approach to validating the model, 
including the routes considered, the metrics used, and the techniques used to extract 
and process the route trace data. 
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4.1.1 Routes 
The three representative routes chosen for analysis are depicted on the map shown in 
Figure 7. They include the following: 

1. Kennedy to South Union - The first route we considered began on Dorset Street, 
south of Kennedy Drive. This route proceeds northbound until Dorset 
intersects with Williston Road (U.S. 2), turns left onto Williston, and 
proceeds westbound on Williston/Main Street past South Union Street. 
While many vehicles would be expected to travel this route during the AM 
rush period, many fewer travel exactly this route during the PM rush period 
(many vehicles travel part of the route, but deviate slightly in their beginning 
or ending points). Our analysis is based on 242 samples generated during 
simulation runs. This number of vehicles is sufficient to estimate the 
distribution for this route. 

2. South Union to Patchen/Hinesburg - The second route we considered began on 
Main Street at South Union Street. This route proceeds eastbound on 
Main/Williston Road (U.S. 2) past the intersection with Patchen 
Road/Hinesburg Road. This was expected to be a very common route during 
the PM rush period. Our analysis is based on 901 samples generated during 
simulation runs. 

3. White to Kennedy - The third route we considered began on Williston Road at 
the intersection with White Street. This route proceeds westbound on 
Williston Road, turns left onto Dorset Street, and proceeds southbound on 
Dorset to Kennedy Drive. Our analysis is based on 465 samples generated 
during simulation runs. 

 

 
Figure 7: Validation routes 
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4.1.2 Metrics 
To compare the performance of traffic signal systems, we use a set of metrics that 
allow meaningful comparison of different traffic signal control approaches both in 
simulation and using real-world GPS trace data. Typically, when evaluating 
simulation results, we look at three metrics:  

1. Travel time - Travel time measures the average time that a vehicle takes to 
traverse a given route. It is a classic metric, and is particularly instructive for 
validating the accuracy of the simulation model. For comparing traffic signal 
control, however, travel time is biased by the topology of the network, since it 
is impossible to reduce travel time by 100%. For example, when intersections 
are far apart, the minimum travel time for a route dwarfs the total possible 
delay, limiting the amount travel time can be reduced.  

2. Delay – Delay measures the cumulative wait time at intersections along the 
route (i.e., the amount of extra time required to traverse the time over the 
minimum time required at free-flow speed). Delay overcomes the bias 
associated with travel time, and for this reason, we consider it to be the best 
indicator of the effects of traffic signal control strategies. Unlike travel time, it 
is theoretically possible to reduce delay by 100%.  

3. Number of stops – A third useful metric is the number of times a vehicle stops 
during a route.  

As the inverse of travel time, the use of speed produces skewed percent improvement 
numbers. Reporting on increased overall travel speed can also be misleading, since 
this can be misconstrued as an increase in vehicle speeds during free flow. For these 
reasons, we do not find speed to be a useful metric, and it is not included here. 

4.1.3 Data Collection and Processing 
As indicated above, CCRPC staff collected GPS trace data for the above three routes 
in October 2015. For each of 7 trials of each route, travel data were collected through 
a smartphone app that generates a timed sequence of GPS locations from the start of 
the run until completion. To normalize different runs, data were post-processed to 
extract only those subsequences corresponding to travel along the specified routes. 
Beginning and ending zones were defined to allow automated processing of GPX 
data files. 

After post-processing the data, travel time metrics were computed from the 
subsequences. Since GPS sample points include time, speed, and location, it is 
possible to measure delay, wait time, number of stops, travel time, and other metrics. 

To provide comparative data generated by the simulation model, five simulation 
runs were performed with different random seeds (according to the traffic volume 
ramping schedule described earlier and depicted in Figure 6). VISSIM outputs FZP 
files with information about each vehicle in the simulation over time. To extract a 
desired route from the simulation, a simulated vehicle path is trimmed from the front 
until the current VISSIM link matches the start of the provided route.  Then, the 
simulated path is trimmed from the back until it matches the end of the provided 
route.  Finally, we check that the remaining path includes only links in the set of 
links on the desired route. This eliminates vehicles that might share the same origin 
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and destination, but take a different path than our desired route. Since some VISSIM 
links are very short, we also use a window of links when matching the start and end 
of the route (e.g., the first two links in the provided route or the last two links in the 
provided route, are used for comparison in case that a link is skipped). This process 
produces equivalent routes to the subsequences generated for GPS data. To make a 
fair comparison to the GPS routes, we’ve selected only simulated routes that began 
between 4:00 PM and 6:00 PM, since the GPS routes were collected during a similar 
time frame. 

Once the desired route is extracted, information about the travel time, delay, and 
number of stops can be computed from data in the VISSIM FZP data file. This is 
similar to the process for GPS data, but relies on VISSIM to calculate delay and 
stops. Compared to real GPS data, VISSIM tends to produce a larger number of 
stops. 

4.2 Validation Results 

Travel patterns for a given route are not consistent throughout the course of a day or 
even over an hour. Many factors affect the metrics we can measure, including traffic 
signal control, variability in driver behavior, transient queues, and growing levels of 
congestion as volumes increase. Rather than being consistent, travel times (and the 
other metrics) are drawn from a distribution when one considers all vehicles on a 
given route during an entire rush hour. Hence, to validate the accuracy of this 
simulation model, we hypothesize that the GPS route samples are drawn from the 
same distribution as the simulation route samples. 

To test this hypothesis, we built histograms for each metric from simulation route 
data on each route. We then plotted the GPS trial data against these plots. It would 
be extremely laborious to generate enough GPS samples to make a reasonable 
statistical comparison, but if the GPS trials are consistent with the simulation, this is 
easy to confirm using this approach. Since the GPS data for this validation were 
taken primarily from a single day, some variation should be expected. 

In the subsections below, we examine plots of travel time, delay, and number of 
stops for each route. In each graph, the simulation samples are shown as a smoothed 
histogram in blue. The GPS samples are shown as vertical lines in gray. 

4.2.1 Route 1 Results 
Figure 8 shows the distribution of travel times for Route 1. The mean and median 
values were 551 seconds. Three of the GPS samples were clustered around this 
value, with two others approximately one standard deviation away in either 
direction. The last two samples had longer travel times. Since the travel time 
distribution has a long tail, the GPS samples fit this distribution well. 

Figure 9 shows the distribution of delay for Route 1. The mean of the simulated 
routes was 261 seconds and the median was 262 seconds. Again, three of the GPS 
samples were tightly clustered around the mean/median, with the other samples 
fitting this distribution well. 
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Figure 10 shows the distribution of stops for Route 1. As expected the distribution of 
stops was more multi-modal than the distributions of travel time and delay. Since 
stops can be over counted in VISSIM, this distribution also has a much longer tail in 
simulation than in the GPS traces. 

 

 
Figure 8: Route 1 - Travel Time 

 
Figure 9: Route 1 - Delay 
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Figure 10: Route 1 - Number of Stops 

4.2.2 Route 2 Results 
As Route 2 covers one of the heaviest directions of traffic during PM rush hour, 
simulations are more likely to show a bimodal distribution. When traffic control 
manages congestion well, we see one distribution, but when congestion leads to 
excessive queuing, all metrics are very different. This may be seen as a either strongly 
bimodal or long tailed depending on the metric. The following figures show this for 
Route 2. Since GPS trials were taken primarily on one day, it would not be possible 
to observe this from the data collected. This was considered when comparing data on 
this route. 

Figure 11 shows the distribution of travel times for Route 2. The mean was 617 and 
the median was 574 seconds. Three of the GPS samples were clustered around the 
median, which suggests that the traffic on the day GPS data were collected was not 
overly congested. The other four trials fit within the distribution, particularly the part 
of the distribution confined to the less congested case. 

Figure 12 shows the distribution of delay for Route 2. The mean of the simulated 
routes was 298 seconds and the median was 250 seconds. Again, the GPS trials lie 
within the expected range of the distribution. 

Figure 13 shows the distribution of stops for Route 2. The mean was 13 and the 
median was 10. Accounting for VISSIM over counting stops, the GPS samples fit 
this distribution well. 
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Figure 11: Route 2 - Travel time 

 
Figure 12: Route 2 - Delay 
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Figure 13: Route 2 – Number of stops 

4.2.3 Route 3 Results 
Figure 14 shows the distribution of travel times for Route 3. The mean was 355 and 
the median was 303 seconds. All seven GPS trials fit this distribution well. 

Figure 15 shows the distribution of delay for Route 3. The mean of the simulated 
routes was 148 seconds and the median was 131 seconds. Again, the GPS trials lie 
within the expected range of the distribution. Delay was shifted to the right slightly, 
with a mean of 169, but this is consistent with the long tailed distribution shown 
here. 

Figure 16 shows the distribution of number of stops for Route 3. The mean and 
median were both 4. This is very consistent with the GPS trials.  

4.3 Conclusions 

Based on the plots shown above, our determination is that the simulation runs are 
accurate representations of the real road network. Though seven GPS trials, six from 
one day, for each of the three representative routes we chose to test are not sufficient 
to perform statistical analysis, these samples are consistent with the distributions 
generated from simulation. Based on these results, we are confident that the VISSIM 
simulation model we have constructed is a sufficiently accurate model of traffic in 
this part of Burlington and South Burlington. Though driver behaviors in simulation 
may lead to differences in queue lengths and locations at some intersections, the 
general traffic conditions are modeled well enough that a comparison of traffic signal 
control approaches in simulation will yield a good prediction for potential 
improvement in practice. 
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Figure 14: Route 3 - Travel time 

 
Figure 15: Route 3 - Delay 
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Figure 16: Route 3 - Number of stops 

5 Performance Comparison and Benefit Analysis 
Having validated the “as is” model of the Burlington/South Burlington network, a 
series of experiments were designed in consultation with CCRPC to compare the 
performance of this “as is” model to the variant incorporating Surtrac adaptive signal 
control. For each experiment, we computed standard measures of efficiency, 
including average travel time, average number of stops, average delay (wait time), 
and average emissions (based on estimated fuel consumption), and quantify expected 
performance benefits along these dimensions. 

We first describe the details of the experimental design, and then present and discuss 
the results that were obtained. 

5.1 Experiment Setup 

5.1.1 Surtrac Configuration 
For the purposes of this simulation study, parameters for Surtrac were set to generic 
default values. While Surtrac parameters are typically adjusted at certain 
intersections during field deployments to improve performance, using a set of default 
parameters in simulation provides the most objective measurement of performance. 

The primary parameters that may be controlled by the user are the maximum and 
minimum phase durations. In all cases, the phase minimums match those used by 
the existing timing plans. Phase maximums are set to accommodate adaptive 
flexibility where not specified in existing plans. For through movements, Surtrac 
typically uses a maximum of 120 seconds for the main phase (2,6) and 90 seconds for 
the cross phase (4,8). In cases where there is no clear main phase, all maximum 
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durations for through movements are 90 seconds (this is true for all phases at 
Dorset/Kennedy). While these maximums are extremely long, Surtrac rarely 
approaches the maximum unless there is no traffic at all. Phase durations in Surtrac 
vary a great deal from cycle to cycle, which means that the cycle length is not fixed. 

In cases where pedestrian movements are set to recall, the length of the pedestrian 
time (i.e., walk time plus flashing don’t walk time) is used as the phase minimum. 
For some intersections in the network, an exclusive pedestrian phase exists. Where 
these exclusive pedestrian phases are set to recall, both the existing timing plans and 
Surtrac control enforce the exclusive pedestrian phase during every cycle. To 
investigate the impact of those exclusive pedestrian phases not on recall, we model 
two different scenarios, described in the next section. 

One additional setting in Surtrac, queue clearance, allows the algorithm to explicitly 
attempt to clear queues for certain approaches. This is most commonly used in field 
deployments when problems with detection make it difficult to accurately model 
queue lengths for a particular approach. In the simulation model we have used in this 
study, we have activated this setting on two approaches to Williston in the triangle 
formed by White and Patchen: for the intersection of Williston/White/Midas, on 
the approach on White Street, and for the intersection of 
Williston/Patchen/Hinesburg, on the approach on Patchen. These settings were 
necessary because of the queue dissipation behavior in VISSIM and might not be 
necessary in a field deployment. 

5.2 Performance Measurement 

For both the existing signal control and the Surtrac adaptive control model, we 
performed simulation runs using volume and turning count data for the afternoon 
rush period of the day, as previously noted. For each control condition, we 
conducted five simulation runs (using five distinct random number seeds). Individual 
simulation runs were configured according to the volume ramp-up and ramp-down 
schedule described earlier in Section 3.4 and depicted in Figure 6. During each 
simulation run, the first 1.5 hours simulated time is treated as a warm-up period, and 
measurements were collected over the remaining 2.5 hours. During this latter period, 
status information on all vehicles in the simulation was collected and stored at two-
second intervals over this 3-hour period, providing location and speed information 
for subsequent analysis. This data was then post-processed to compute four measures 
summarizing performance over all vehicle trips: 

• Average travel time – The amount of time required to travel from origin to 
destination in seconds 

• Average delay – The amount of additional time incurred over the time it 
would take to travel from origin to destination at free flow speed with no 
stops in seconds 

• Average number of stops per trip 
• Average emissions per trip – The amount of carbon dioxide, carbon 

monoxide, nitrous oxides, volatile organic compounds, and hydrocarbons in 
kilograms 
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This per-run information is then averaged over the five runs to characterize the 
performance of each given control condition. 

5.3 Experimental Design 

The two municipalities that have management responsibility for the traffic network 
that has been modeled – Burlington and South Burlington – have somewhat different 
traffic characteristics, future growth concerns, and may have different levels of 
interest in pursuing the installation of adaptive traffic signal control. Accordingly, we 
have focused our analysis on a number of Surtrac deployment scenarios, ranging 
from complete deployment at all 26 intersections to municipality-specific 
deployments to selected, high-value subsets of intersections within and across 
municipalities. 

 
Figure 17: Burlington and South Burlington portions of the network 

More specifically, we first considered three basic scenarios: 

• All 26 intersections - Surtrac installation at all 26 intersections, 
• Burlington (13) - Surtrac installation only in Burlington, and 

All Intersec5ons 
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• South Burlington (13) - Surtrac installation only in South Burlington.  

In partitioning the network into Burlington and South Burlington components, we 
chose to split the network at juncture with Interstate 89 (i.e., between intersections 
13 and 14 in Figure 2). Though South Burlington owns the signals of the first two 
intersections to the west of Interstate 89, these two intersections are currently 
coordinated with the Burlington-owned signals on Main Street. Thus, for the 
purposes of this study, each of the two municipal sub-networks in the target 
deployment site includes 13 signalized intersections. Figure 17 shows these two sub-
networks, referred to as Burlington (13) and South-Burlington (13) respectively. When 
Surtrac is installed on a subset of the overall 26-intersection network, all other 
signals are controlled using the existing timing plans. 

 

 
Figure 18: 10 intersection selected networks for Burlington and South Burlington 

In addition to considering the overall 26-intersection network and the two sub-
networks identified above, we also considered scenarios where Surtrac was only 
selectively installed within these three road network components. For each 
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municipality-specific component, we identified 10 intersections where Surtrac 
performed best, and these sub-networks were also evaluated. These two scenarios, 
referred to as Burlington (10) and South-Burlington (10) respectively, are depicted on the 
map in Figure 18. These two sub-networks were combined to produce a third, 20-
intersection alternative for evaluation, referred to as Joint-intersections (20).  Finally, 
after observing that Surtrac generally improved traffic flow more in South Burlington 
than in Burlington, we evaluated a fourth scenario where four Burlington 
intersections were added to the 10-intersection South Burlington model (so that the 
Surtrac controlled network crosses the Interstate 89 interchange). This last scenario, 
referred to as Joint-intersections (14), is depicted in Figure 19. 

 
Figure 19: 14 intersection selected network 

A second aspect of the experiment design concerns treatment of pedestrian traffic. 
Several intersections in the network have exclusive pedestrian phases, which can 
have a significant impact on traffic flow. Most of these phases are actuated, so they 
do not necessarily occur during every cycle (At one of the intersections – Dorset and 
Barnes & Noble – the exclusive pedestrian phase is on recall, so it occurs during 
every cycle). Since second-by-second pedestrian data – which is rarely collected – 
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would have been necessary to model actuation of most of these exclusive pedestrian 
phases, we instead compared signal control performance with two pedestrian levels:  

• Heavy pedestrian traffic  - In heavy pedestrian traffic conditions, the exclusive 
pedestrian phases would be actuated during every cycle, so we place the 
signals on pedestrian recall for both Surtrac and the existing control.  

• Limited pedestrian traffic – If there is limited pedestrian traffic, exclusive 
pedestrian phases might never be actuated, so for this case, the pedestrian 
signals are never active, either for Surtrac or the existing control. The one 
exception is the pedestrian phase at Dorset/BarnesNoble, which is left on 
recall since it runs on recall in the field. 

Summarizing then, the existing signal timing plans and 7 potential Surtrac 
installation scenarios are simulated in both heavy and light pedestrian traffic settings. 
For each scenario, we compute the percentage improvement in travel time, delay, 
number of stops and emissions.  

5.4 Results 

Table 1 shows the results for all Surtrac adaptive signal control scenarios with heavy 
pedestrian traffic. As expected, controlling intersections on both sides of Interstate 89 
improves traffic flow more than controlling intersections on only one side of the 
highway. Running Surtrac in South Burlington generally showed greater 
improvement than Burlington. As these results show, for all metrics except the 
average number of stops, the network of 14 intersections performed as well as if 
Surtrac controlled all 26 intersections. 

Table 2 shows the results for Surtrac adaptive control in the limited pedestrian traffic 
condition. Without the exclusive pedestrian phases, all signal control strategies 
perform better, which leads to less room for improvement. Again, controlling 
intersections in both municipalities gives better results than controlling only one half 
of the intersections in the target deployment site. In this case, the selected 14-
intersection deployment provides the largest improvement, with lower delay than 
controlling all 26 intersections.  

The following sections will report the actual values of each metric for each of these 
scenarios and discuss these results. 

Table 1: Percent improvement of Surtrac adaptive control for different scenarios, heavy pedestrian traffic 

	   Time	   Delay	   Stops	   Emissions	  
All	  26	  intersections	   11%	   21%	   32%	   14%	  

20	  intersections	   12%	   23%	   31%	   15%	  
14	  intersections	   12%	   23%	   27%	   14%	  

South	  Burlington	  (13)	   6%	   12%	   14%	   7%	  
South	  Burlington	  (10)	   8%	   15%	   15%	   8%	  

Burlington	  (13)	   3%	   6%	   14%	   5%	  
Burlington	  (10)	   2%	   5%	   13%	   5%	  
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Table 2: Percent improvement of Surtrac adaptive control for each network component (best case), limited 
pedestrian traffic 

	   Time	   Delay	   Stops	   Emissions	  
All	  26	  intersections	  	   6%	   14%	   27%	   10%	  

14	  intersections	   9%	   20%	   26%	   12%	  
South	  Burlington	  (13)	   4%	   9%	   14%	   6%	  

Burlington	  (13)	   4%	   9%	   17%	   7%	  
 

5.4.1 All Intersections 
In the first experiment, we compared the existing conditions with scenario where all 
intersections were running Surtrac. Table 3 and Table 4 show the results for the 
heavy pedestrian traffic and limited pedestrian traffic conditions respectively. In both 
cases, Surtrac improves traffic on all metrics. With heavy pedestrian traffic, the 
average vehicle trip in the network lasted approximately 4 minutes and 45 seconds 
with the existing control; Surtrac control reduced the average trip by over 30 
seconds.  

Table 3: All 26 intersections, heavy pedestrian traffic 

	   Time	  (s)	   Delay	  (s)	   Stops	   Emissions	  (kg)	  
Existing	  signal	  control	   285.03	   146.69	   4.96	   0.94	  

Surtrac	  adaptive	  control	   254.17	   115.83	   3.39	   0.80	  
Percent	  improvement	   11%	   21%	   32%	   14%	  

 
Table 4: All 26 intersections, limited pedestrian traffic 

	   Time	  (s)	   Delay	  (s)	   Stops	   Emissions	  (kg)	  
Existing	  signal	  control	   260.12	   121.70	   4.58	   0.87	  

Surtrac	  adaptive	  control	   243.57	   105.11	   3.36	   0.78	  
Percent	  improvement	   6%	   14%	   27%	   10%	  

5.4.2 South Burlington Only 
Next, we compared the existing signal control with a Surtrac deployment scenario 
including just the 13 intersections east of Interstate 89. When controlling only this 
half of the network, performance improvement was lower than when Surtrac 
controlled all intersections, but still significantly improved. Table 5 shows results for 
the heavy pedestrian traffic case.  

To examine which parts of the network saw the most benefit from Surtrac controlling 
the signals east of the highway, we also compared only those portions of vehicle 
routes within the South Burlington part of the network. Table 6 shows these results. 
It can be seen that South Burlington, where Surtrac was running the signals, saw 
most of the overall benefit, with 27% reduction in delay and 41% reduction in stops. 
Comparing these two sets of results, we see that the Burlington part of the network 
saw improvement as well, due to reduced congestion moving from one part of the 
network to the other. 
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Table 7 and Table 8 show the same comparisons for the limited pedestrian traffic 
case. As previously observed, the improvement was smaller with limited pedestrian 
traffic; there was less room for improvement through better signal control, 
particularly since the majority of exclusive pedestrian phases are east of the 
interstate. Again, the area where Surtrac is running realizes most of the benefit, 
though the rest of the network also improves. 

Table 5: South Burlington intersections only, heavy pedestrian traffic, all vehicle routes in the network 

	   Time	  (s)	   Delay	  (s)	   Stops	   Emissions	  (kg)	  
Existing	  signal	  control	   285.03	   146.69	   4.96	   0.94	  

Surtrac	  adaptive	  control	   267.55	   129.25	   4.27	   0.87	  
Percent	  improvement	   6%	   12%	   14%	   7%	  

 
Table 6: South Burlington intersections only, heavy pedestrian traffic, only portions of vehicle routes in the 

South Burlington part of the network 

	   Time	  (s)	   Delay	  (s)	   Stops	   Emissions	  (kg)	  
Existing	  signal	  control	   159.90	   93.77	   2.41	   0.52	  

Surtrac	  adaptive	  control	   134.33	   68.21	   1.43	   0.43	  
Percent	  improvement	   16%	   27%	   41%	   18%	  

 
Table 7: South Burlington intersections only, limited pedestrian traffic, all vehicle routes in the network 

	   Time	  (s)	   Delay	  (s)	   Stops	   Emissions	  (kg)	  
Existing	  signal	  control	   260.12	   121.70	   4.58	   0.87	  

Surtrac	  adaptive	  control	   248.67	   110.35	   3.95	   0.82	  
Percent	  improvement	   4%	   9%	   14%	   6%	  

 
Table 8: South Burlington intersections only, limited pedestrian traffic, only portions of vehicle routes in the 

South Burlington part of the network 

	   Time	  (s)	   Delay	  (s)	   Stops	   Emissions	  (kg)	  
Existing	  signal	  control	   128.88	   62.58	   1.85	   0.44	  

Surtrac	  adaptive	  control	   119.52	   53.35	   1.28	   0.39	  
Percent	  improvement	   7%	   15%	   31%	   10%	  

5.4.3 Burlington Only 
Similarly, we compared the existing signal control to a Surtrac controlled network of 
13 signals west of the interstate. In this scenario, we see that the Burlington portion 
of the network west of the interstate shows some improvement, but not as much as 
South Burlington scenario considered in the previous section. Table 9 shows results 
with heavy pedestrian traffic for all vehicles in the network, while Table 10 shows 
results for portions of vehicle routes west of the interstate. Table 11 shows results 
with limited pedestrian traffic for all vehicles in the network, while Table 12 shows 
results only for portions of vehicle routes west of the interstate. 
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Unlike the South Burlington network scenario, where the most improvement was 
seen in the heavy pedestrian traffic condition, the results for this Burlington network 
were the opposite, with the limited pedestrian traffic condition showing more 
improvement (particularly in Table 12). The reason for this difference stems from the 
fact that we are considering the PM rush period, where the majority of traffic moves 
eastbound. Better traffic control in the South Burlington section of the network 
always helps traffic in the Burlington section. In the limited pedestrian traffic 
condition, all performance metrics improve for both Surtrac and existing control, and 
hence Surtrac has more room for improvement in controlling the Burlington signals. 

We would expect the opposite to be true during the AM rush period, where more 
vehicles are entering Burlington. Improvement at key intersections in Burlington 
would improve performance in South Burlington, especially if Surtrac also controls 
critical intersections in South Burlington. 

 
Table 9: Burlington intersections only, heavy pedestrian traffic, all vehicle routes in the network 

	   Time	  (s)	   Delay	  (s)	   Stops	   Emissions	  (kg)	  
Existing	  signal	  control	   285.03	   146.69	   4.96	   0.94	  

Surtrac	  adaptive	  control	   276.18	   137.77	   4.26	   0.89	  
Percent	  improvement	   3%	   6%	   14%	   5%	  

 
Table 10: Burlington intersections only, heavy pedestrian traffic, only portions of vehicle routes in the 

Burlington part of the network 

	   Time	  (s)	   Delay	  (s)	   Stops	   Emissions	  (kg)	  
Existing	  signal	  control	   119.63	   60.80	   2.55	   0.38	  

Surtrac	  adaptive	  control	   113.97	   54.95	   1.97	   0.34	  
Percent	  improvement	   5%	   10%	   23%	   9%	  

 
Table 11: Burlington intersections only, limited pedestrian traffic, all vehicle routes in the network 

	   Time	  (s)	   Delay	  (s)	   Stops	   Emissions	  (kg)	  
Existing	  signal	  control	   260.12	   121.70	   4.58	   0.87	  

Surtrac	  adaptive	  control	   249.54	   111.03	   3.81	   0.81	  
Percent	  improvement	   4%	   9%	   17%	   7%	  

 
Table 12: Burlington intersections only, limited pedestrian traffic, only portions of vehicle routes in the 

Burlington part of the network 

	   Time	  (s)	   Delay	  (s)	   Stops	   Emissions	  (kg)	  
Existing	  signal	  control	   119.62	   60.43	   2.74	   0.39	  

Surtrac	  adaptive	  control	   104.85	   45.73	   1.75	   0.32	  
Percent	  improvement	   12%	   24%	   36%	   17%	  
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5.4.4 Selected Intersections 
When installing Surtrac on a road network, not all intersections realize the same 
performance benefits. In many cases, most of the benefit is accrued at a subset of the 
intersections in the network. For field deployments, where cost is a factor, selecting 
only these best intersections can improve the probability of funding a project and the 
return on investment. 

Based on the scenarios above and conversations with CCRPC staff, four additional 
scenarios in which Surtrac is deployed more selectively were added to the 
experiment design. Results obtained for these four scenarios are considered below. 

5.4.4.1 South Burlington (10) – 10 selected intersections, South Burlington only 
When looking more closely into the results from Section 5.4.2, it was observed that 
several of the intersections showed either little or no improvement, and sometimes 
even worse performance, when running Surtrac. The main reason for this behavior 
appears to be mismatches in detection. When driveways, side streets without signals, 
or other mid-block traffic sources are very significant, Surtrac cannot always 
effectively use its normal upstream detection to predict incoming traffic flow at an 
intersection. Several intersections with these characteristics exist on the southern part 
of Dorset. Additional detection can be added to compensate for this, but it was 
decided not pursue this option and enhance the standard Surtrac detector 
configuration. Instead, an experiment was performed with a reduced number of 
Surtrac controlled intersections. By keeping the three lowest performing intersections 
under conventional signal control, Surtrac control in the reduced South Burlington (10)  
scenario (shown in Figure 18), was found to actually produce better results than in 
the original South Burlington (13) scenario. Table 13 shows results for all vehicle 
routes, while Table 14 shows results for only portions of the routes within the South 
Burlington half of the network. As in Section 5.4.2, most of the benefit is accrued 
east of the interstate. 

 
Table 13: 10 selected intersections in South Burlington, heavy pedestrian traffic, all vehicle routes 

	   Time	  (s)	   Delay	  (s)	   Stops	   Emissions	  (kg)	  
Existing	  signal	  control	   285.03	   146.69	   4.96	   0.94	  

Surtrac	  adaptive	  control	   262.60	   124.25	   4.20	   0.86	  
Percent	  improvement	   8%	   15%	   15%	   8%	  

 

 
Table 14: 10 selected intersections in South Burlington, heavy pedestrian traffic, only portions of vehicle 

routes in the South Burlington part of the network 

	   Time	  (s)	   Delay	  (s)	   Stops	   Emissions	  (kg)	  
Existing	  signal	  control	   159.90	   93.77	   2.41	   0.52	  

Surtrac	  adaptive	  control	   130.59	   64.42	   1.43	   0.42	  
Percent	  improvement	   18%	   31%	   41%	   19%	  
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5.4.4.2 Burlington (10) – 10 selected intersections, Burlington only 
We also considered the best 10 intersections in the Burlington half of the network, 
shown in Figure 18. Unlike South Burlington, this part of the network did not really 
have poorly performing intersections, but the intersections at the far west of the 
network saw less benefit from running Surtrac. The results in Table 15 and Table 16 
reflect this when compared to the results from Section 5.4.3. As can be seen in Table 
1, the results for the 10 selected intersections are just slightly worse than when 
Surtrac controls all 13 intersections in Burlington. It appears that the 
inclusion/removal of intersections from the Surtrac network in Burlington produce 
incremental changes to performance during the afternoon rush period. However, we 
expect that results during the morning rush period might be different, where the 
addition of additional intersections to the west could lead to substantial 
improvement, due to predominant traffic flows. 

 
Table 15: 10 selected intersections in Burlington, heavy pedestrian traffic, all vehicle routes 

	   Time	  (s)	   Delay	  (s)	   Stops	   Emissions	  (kg)	  
Existing	  signal	  control	   285.03	   146.69	   4.96	   0.94	  

Surtrac	  adaptive	  control	   278.06	   139.71	   4.32	   0.89	  
Percent	  improvement	   2%	   5%	   13%	   5%	  

 
Table 16: 10 selected intersections in Burlington, heavy pedestrian traffic, only portions of vehicle routes in 

the Burlington part of the network 

	   Time	  (s)	   Delay	  (s)	   Stops	   Emissions	  (kg)	  
Existing	  signal	  control	   119.63	   60.80	   2.55	   0.38	  

Surtrac	  adaptive	  control	   114.21	   55.24	   1.99	   0.35	  
Percent	  improvement	   5%	   9%	   22%	   8%	  

5.4.4.3 Joint-Intersections (20) – 20 selected intersections, spanning both Burlington and 
South Burlington 

Next, we combined the Surtrac controlled networks from Burlington (10) and South 
Burlington (10) to produce a Surtrac controlled network that spanned both sides of the 
interstate. As we’ve already seen, this network produces almost identical results to 
the scenario where Surtrac controls all 26 intersections. Table 17 shows the absolute 
performance results for this scenario in the heavy traffic condition. 

Table 17: 20 selected intersections (combination of Scenarios A and B), heavy pedestrian traffic 

	   Time	  (s)	   Delay	  (s)	   Stops	   Emissions	  (kg)	  
Existing	  signal	  control	   285.03	   146.69	   4.96	   0.94	  

Surtrac	  adaptive	  control	   251.09	   112.74	   3.40	   0.80	  
Percent	  improvement	   12%	   23%	   31%	   15%	  

5.4.4.4 Scenario D – 14 selected intersections, both Burlington and South Burlington 
Finally, we considered a reduced network of 14 intersections spanning the interstate. 
This network, shown in Figure 19, combines the 10 intersections from Scenario A 
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with the first 4 intersections west of Interstate 89. Table 18 shows the results for this 
scenario in the heavy pedestrian traffic condition, while Table 19 shows the results in 
the limited pedestrian traffic case. As we saw earlier in Table 1 and Table 2, Surtrac 
control of just these 14 intersections produces essentially the same performance 
improvement as controlling all 26 intersections. By achieving the same level of 
improvements at lower deployment cost, the return on investment is expected to be 
much greater in this scenario. 

 
Table 18: 14 selected intersections in both Burlington and South Burlington, heavy pedestrian traffic 

	   Time	  (s)	   Delay	  (s)	   Stops	   Emissions	  (kg)	  
Existing	  signal	  control	   285.03	   146.69	   4.96	   0.94	  

Surtrac	  adaptive	  control	   250.98	   112.66	   3.61	   0.81	  
Percent	  improvement	   12%	   23%	   27%	   14%	  

 
Table 19: 14 selected intersections in both Burlington and South Burlington, limited pedestrian traffic 

	   Time	  (s)	   Delay	  (s)	   Stops	   Emissions	  (kg)	  
Existing	  signal	  control	   260.12	   121.70	   4.58	   0.87	  

Surtrac	  adaptive	  control	   235.64	   97.22	   3.41	   0.77	  
Percent	  improvement	   9%	   20%	   26%	   12%	  

6 Conclusions and Next Steps 
The comparative performance analysis presented above indicates the potential for 
significant improvements in traffic flow in Burlington and South Burlington, 
Vermont along the corridors near the Exit 14 interchange of Interstate 89 through 
introduction of Surtrac adaptive traffic signal control. When fully deployed 
throughout the target 26-intersection network, Surtrac was found to reduce travel 
times by 6-11%, to reduce delay by 14-21%, to reduce number of stops by 27-32% 
and (using a standard model of fuel consumption) to reduce emissions by 10-14%, 
depending on assumptions made about pedestrian traffic volume (from light to 
heavy). However, it is observed that Surtrac’s relative performance actually improves 
if it is applied more strategically to just a subset of intersections (due to the typical 
assumptions made in a Surtrac deployment regarding the number and placement of 
sensors). The best configuration found is a 14-intersection subset spanning 
Burlington and South Burlington. Equipping these intersections with Surtrac would 
produce similar benefit to controlling all 26 intersections with Surtrac, while 
allowing for potential expansion of this deployment in the future. 

There are several next steps that could be taken toward realizing these projected 
benefits. The scope of work for the present study included a currently unfunded 
Option Task to develop an implementation plan. Although the specifics of this task 
were not elaborated, the general goal should be to do the necessary work to prepare 
for the formal adaptive traffic signal control systems engineering process. This would 
include identifying necessary equipment upgrades, estimating the total costs of an 
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adaptive deployment, and developing a project timeline. We conclude this report 
with some specific suggestions of tasks that could be included if the Option Task is 
funded.  

First, the Option Task could fund additional simulations to further refine the specific 
network of signals to be incorporated in an initial adaptive signal deployment. This 
study considered several Surtrac deployment scenarios, and while Surtrac showed 
improvement in all of these cases, a 14-intersection network spanning both 
Burlington and South Burlington was identified as the best deployment candidate. 
Additional simulations could be performed to support adjustment of this scenario to 
fit the budget available for a field deployment, as well as to develop a strategy for 
future expansion. Simulations could also be performed to understand performance 
benefits across richer set of demand conditions. Due to limitations in the traffic data 
that was available, the present study as focused exclusively on analysis of the 
afternoon peak period. Additional simulations could examine traffic conditions 
during other periods of the day as well as future projections of traffic demand due to 
construction of a new South Burlington city center. 

A second task that could be undertaken, as identified in the original scope, is to 
develop an implementation plan and perform a cost-benefit analysis of the target 
deployment scenario. This task would involve identification of all requirements for 
adaptive system installation (i.e., necessary detection equipment, missing 
communication infrastructure, system processors and network switches, etc.) and 
development of an overall cost estimate. In many cases, these other costs can be as 
significant as the cost of the adaptive system itself, so knowing them in advance can 
help project planning and the systems engineering process. A projected timeline can 
also be developed as part of this process. Using these costs and the target deployment 
scenario, a cost-benefit analysis could then be developed. Depending on available 
funding sources, this type of analysis could be very useful in making the case for the 
project. 

Finally, work could be included in the Option Task to identify and specify particular 
goals for the systems engineering process. The process for adaptive signals developed 
by the FHWA benefits greatly from knowing in advance how an adaptive system 
helps accomplish agency goals. Using the results from this study (and any future 
simulations) to shape and inform the systems engineering process will produce a 
better open bid process when this moves toward deployment. Clear specification of 
requirements such as preferred adaptive control approach (real-time, coordination 
approach, etc.), ease of operation of adaptive control across intersections in multiple 
municipalities, etc., will ensure an adaptive signal system deployment that best meets 
CCPRC needs and objectives. 

 

Further Information: 

For additional information or questions, please contact Stephen F. Smith at 
sfs@cs.cmu.edu or 412-268-8811. 


